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What is OAV?What is OAV?

Oblique Aerial View Oblique Aerial View 
ImageryImagery

““Oblique Aerial View (OAV) Oblique Aerial View (OAV) 
imagery supplements imagery supplements 

traditional overhead orthotraditional overhead ortho--
imagery by providing multiple imagery by providing multiple 

angled views of ground angled views of ground 
features, allowing decision features, allowing decision 

makers to see these features makers to see these features 
in context with other in context with other 
surrounding features, surrounding features, 

regardless of which angle is regardless of which angle is 
being viewedbeing viewed””



Features in ContextFeatures in Context
What is this? Satellite Dish??What is this? Satellite Dish??

SmartView, Pittsburgh PA, TopView



Features in Context cont..Features in Context cont..

Sputnik?Sputnik?
Carnegie Science Center, Carnegie Science Center, 

PittsburghPittsburgh

SmartView, Pittsburgh PA, SouthView



Features in Context cont..Features in Context cont..

Parking lot.. ??Parking lot.. ??

SmartView, Louisville KY, TopView



Features in Context cont..Features in Context cont..

No, Parking garageNo, Parking garage……..

SmartView, Louisville KY, NorthView



The History of Oblique ImageryThe History of Oblique Imagery

GaspardGaspard--FFéélix lix 
TournachonTournachon
((NadarNadar) First Aerial ) First Aerial 
photo in 1858 from photo in 1858 from 
balloon ;Parisballoon ;Paris
James Wallace James Wallace 
Black Black in 1860  also in 1860  also 
from balloon; Bostonfrom balloon; Boston
NonNon--Vertical Vertical 
photography was photography was 
more common until more common until 
WWII; reconWWII; recon
Oblique photography Oblique photography 
continues throughout continues throughout 
modern eramodern era



Recent HistoryRecent History
1980s1980s--Early 90sEarly 90s-- Nominal Nominal 

rectified, photo rectified, photo mylarsmylars evolve evolve 
to to ““orthoortho”” rectified, photo rectified, photo 
mylarsmylars

Late 1990sLate 1990s-- Digital Digital 
orthophotography orthophotography quicklyquickly
takes over (vertical images)takes over (vertical images)

20002000--Pictometry Int. Corp. offers Pictometry Int. Corp. offers 
the first digital frame the first digital frame oblique oblique 
photosphotos with geowith geo--coordinates.coordinates.

20002000--2004 Use of vertical 2004 Use of vertical orthoortho--
imagery continues grow. Utility imagery continues grow. Utility 
of nonof non--vertical images vertical images 
becomes more and more becomes more and more 
popularpopular

20052005-- Microsoft and Microsoft and PictometryPictometry
sign agreement; Multisign agreement; Multi--vision, vision, 
SmartView and others come to SmartView and others come to 
marketmarket



Incorporating OAV with the GIS Incorporating OAV with the GIS 
desktopdesktop

Digital Digital orthoortho--imagery integration with imagery integration with 
GIS is well establishedGIS is well established

Frame captured oblique Frame captured oblique 
photogrammetry is much more photogrammetry is much more 
complicatedcomplicated
Projecting entire frame image to a Projecting entire frame image to a 
surface creates distortionssurface creates distortions
WorkWork--around is around is ‘‘project on the flyproject on the fly’’
through colinearity equationsthrough colinearity equations
Require special algorithms and softwareRequire special algorithms and software
Roaming and Zooming is limitedRoaming and Zooming is limited



User Wish List for OAVUser Wish List for OAV

““II’’d like to have the d like to have the 
oblique imagery underlay oblique imagery underlay 

my data without my data without 
distortion and in my distortion and in my 

existing application..existing application..””



User Wish List for OAV cont.User Wish List for OAV cont.

““I want to put it on my I want to put it on my 
ArcIMSArcIMS web serverweb server…”…”



User Wish List for OAV cont.User Wish List for OAV cont.

““I have some large parcels I have some large parcels 
and want to see them all and want to see them all 

at once in the oblique at once in the oblique 
view..view..””



User Wish List for OAV cont.User Wish List for OAV cont.

““I want to use all of my I want to use all of my 
GIS tools with the GIS tools with the 

imagery..imagery..””



User Wish List for OAV cont.User Wish List for OAV cont.

““I want the imagery to use I want the imagery to use 
my existing data tiling my existing data tiling 

system..system..””



The Solution, BushThe Solution, Bush--Broom Broom 
Imaging TechnologyImaging Technology

Leica ADS40 includes Leica ADS40 includes 
28 degree PAN 28 degree PAN 
((b&wb&w) scan line) scan line
Extend scan line to Extend scan line to 
45 degree and in 45 degree and in 
colorcolor
In 2005 Woolpert set In 2005 Woolpert set 
out to design and out to design and 
implementimplement



Woolpert SmartViewWoolpert SmartViewTMTM

The SmartView The SmartView 
AdvantageAdvantage
Continuous ObliqueContinuous Oblique
Based on photogrammetry Based on photogrammetry 
and years of experience and years of experience 
with digital with digital orthoortho--imageryimagery

Frame captured obliqueFrame captured oblique
image databaseimage database

Woolpert Woolpert 
““SmartView SmartView 

MosaicMosaic””

VS.VS.



Woolpert SmartViewWoolpert SmartViewTMTM

DEMODEMO



Integrating OAV with GIS, Continuing Integrating OAV with GIS, Continuing 
Challenges and Future DevelopmentsChallenges and Future Developments

““PerspectivePerspective”” is the is the 
next image attributenext image attribute
ESRIESRI’’ss ImageServerImageServer
could revolutionizecould revolutionize
Textured buildings Textured buildings 
for true 3Dfor true 3D
Web mapping giants, Web mapping giants, 
Google, Yahoo, Google, Yahoo, 
MicrosoftMicrosoft



Woolpert SmartViewWoolpert SmartViewTMTM

Questions?Questions?

Contact:Contact:
Brandon McKenzieBrandon McKenzie
303303--925925--14001400
Brandon.mckenzie@woolpert.comBrandon.mckenzie@woolpert.com
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